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WHY?
• This survey aims to measure the “health temperature” of our school and 

collect information about our students’ habits prior to implementation of 

Fit4Life project. The survey is organized in three sections:

1. Physical activity     2. Eating habits   3. Information about students



HOW AND WHO?
298 out of 400 students from higher 
grades (6th to 9th grade) have taken the 
survey. It has been equally distributed 
among boys and girls as shown in the 
pie chart below. 

The survey was created in Google forms in 
English and Macedonian, and taken during the 
English classes. This enabled the teachers to 
discuss their students’ everyday habits and help 
them identify the unhealthy habits which they 
should all try to get rid of. Both topics, Physical 
activity and Eating habits were covered in two 
consecutive classes.

The student who took the survey are between the 
ages of 10 and 14 years old, as shown in this pie 
chart.



1.PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

•Questions about students’ everyday habits and lifestyle.



1.-How often do you do any of these physical activities? (Колку често ги правиш следниве физички активности?)



5. When asked which sport they would like to try they all had different 
preferences as shown in the pie chart below. Amongst the sports are: 
snowboarding, ice skating, gymnastics and rugby as sports that are not developed  
in our country. 









2.EATING HABITS

Questions about students’ eating habits and food preferences.







3.THIS IS ME

• Questions about students’ age, height and weight, as well as their personality and social 

life.



What three words describe you best? ( e.g. smart, active, etc)(Кои три збора те опишуваат најдобро-
на пр. добар, активен, паметен, вреден...)
Below are some of the most frequent answers given.

smart, active, healthy shy, quiet, secretive smart, brave, sensitive
smart, kind, bilingual smart, friendly, adventures, softhearted, ambitious
Sporty,nice,helpfull sports,chocolate and video games Athletic, goofy, smart
gamer, sporty, funny kind,friendly,funny sarcastic, active, sporty
Dumb,Active,Sometimes useful activ , good , smart smart,calm,passionate
tall, smart, lazy fun, sarcastic, outgoing active, creative, smart
Active, smart, hard worker Hardworking, smart, kind or flamey shy, kind and hardworking

Smart, friendly, kind nice, smart, shy friendly, active, happy
Intelligent sports,fun,friendly Smart, active,good
Smart,active and helpful Smart, sociable, active active, smart, creative
smart, witty, organized active, funny, protective and smart Active, smart, , kind
hardworking, good friend, smart active,smart,healthy life Organized, friendly, smart
Good and active hard working, smart, nice Intelligent, kind, friendly
smart, friendly, loyal active, pessimistic, pretty Gentle, friendly and shy
Friendly, honest and smart funny, good person, friendly smart, funny, productive
smart,funny,crazy confident, hard working, ambitious Athletic, smart and funny
friendly, kind, impatient hard-working, active, kind Hard working and confident
nice, sensitive, smart perfectionist, active, sleepy timid, brave, indecisive





 What is your favourite subject at school? (Кој ти е омилен предмет на училиште?)



 What do you want to be in the future? (Што сакаш да бидеш кога ќе пораснеш?)

fashion designer Doctor programmer A pharmacist Doctor or teacher scientist
i want to be 
programmer driver Notary lawyer actor model

hairdresser footballer teacher psychologist lawyer pharmacist

makeup artist doctor vet footballer Handball player
ballet dancer

astronaut Famous football player
dentist

journalist spaceman
Book writer

doctor Football player
a programmer or a 
female chef a football player doctor

pianist

teacher Graphic designer doctor Hairdresser for dogs dancer
Detective

doctor programmer vet a therapist Ballerina
Pilot

astronomer biorobotics engineer programmer doctor Tennis player
I want to be a model.

pilot firefighter footballer acctres singer vet
Professional singer

computer programmer teacher a rocker I want to be a vet. computer scientist
Sportsman

policeman footballer engineer doctor To work in a bank
Nurse

A vet or a porfessional 
swimmer. programer sportsman Lawyer policeman

Pharmacist

Doctor dentist. Civil engineer doctor doctor
youtuber

Handball player vet therapist SoccerPlayer artist
Translator
doctor



CONCLUSION

• The survey has shown that at present most of the students lead sedentary life, playing computer games and 

watching YouTube videos, partially as a consequence of the Covid19 pandemic which not only closed the 

schools, but the sports centers, too. Although almost all of the students have a sports center nearby and are 

willing to try doing certain sport, they spend most of their time at home, in front of mobile phone or 

computer screens.

• Students have 3 classes of PE a week and they mostly like the subject.

• The eating habits of the students are healthy, with a daily intake of fruit and vegetables, as well as home 

cooked dishes. They understand the importance of water intake, although some of them prefer soda or coke 

to water. Most of the students have at least one sweet or fast food treat a day.

• The last section showed that most of the students have a healthy BMI. They do not lack self-confidence, nor 

social life, with about 84% having 3 or more close friends that they hang out with. Most of them have a 

certain ambition about their future career.



THE END
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